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The Pacific Coast Region, which features some of the country’s most attractive coastlines,
offers an unparalleled level of diverse scenery. Whether it’s the volcanoes of Hawaii,
Washington’s Cascade Range, Oregon’s rivers, the deserts of California or the glaciers of
Alaska, a filmmaker can find just about any look needed to bring a script to life.

  

Despite this region’s long history with production, big changes are underway. While Alaska has
swung open its doors to production, California has just introduced a brand-new incentive
program; the Hawaiian Islands are seeing an impressive increase in production as is
Washington, a state with everything at its fingertips; and Oregon is increasingly becoming the
focus of film and TV. It’s not hard to see why 2011 will be a year to remember along the Pacific.

      

ALASKA

  

One of the most intriguing state success stories in recent years is undoubtedly that of Alaska, a
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booming production hub in the 1980s that saw a dramatic slowdown and dwindling of state
production-related resources throughout the late 1990s. From then on, there was essentially no
active film office, and budget considerations were minimal, with the tourism office managing any
production that came to the state.

  

That all changed nearly three years ago, when legislation was devised to bring the film office
back to life and introduce a competitive tax incentive program that would lure productions back
into the state. Alaska’s new incentive program allows for a base transferable tax credit of 30
percent on qualified production in-state expenditures. Add to that an additional 10 percent credit
on Alaska hires, another 2 percent for production expenditures between October 1 and March
30, and 2 percent for production in a rural location, and applicants can land a 44-percent tax
credit.

  

The Alaska Film Office and its incentive program have been active for just over two years now.
Ten productions have already received tax credits under the incentive program since then,
reports David Worrell of the Alaska Film Office, and the Office currently has 28 productions
prequalified — nine of which are feature films. “It is exciting for me because I’ve been in Alaska
for nearly 30 years,” says Worrell. “I worked in TV in Anchorage here in the ’80s, and it was
exciting to see these films here, and then it just went way. It’s great to filmmakers returning to
Alaska, to see the interest in our amazing locations, to see Alaska stories being told in authentic
places — and there are so many great stories.”

  

Although infrastructure is still in early development, capacity is building with a growing number
of warehouse facilities becoming available for shooting. Production in the state, much like
Hawaii, is naturally location-driven and the state draws in productions with a very clear sense of
what they need in mind. Nonfiction TV programming like “Ice Road Truckers,” “Man vs. Wild,”
“Alaska’s Most Extreme,” “Grizzly Land” and the documentary Disaster on K2 all illustrate the
particular niche Alaska fits for many productions. That being said, second-unit shooting is strong
in Alaska — for everything from The Proposal and Transformers to Star Trek — and its
expansion in recent years has helped the state to gradually develop capacity. Independent films
are also breaking ground in Alaska. The film Everybody Loves Whales (starring Drew
Barrymore) shot throughout 2010, while On the Ice, a short film directed by Alaska native
Andrew MacLean, went to Sundance before it transformed into a feature film, which wrapped
shooting in spring 2010.

  

Alaska is the state to follow in upcoming years. Its capacity, range of production and film office
will continue to grow and evolve. Right now, the state needs to make sure its name gets out
there. “We’re spreading the word that Alaska is open for business,” says Worrell.
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CALIFORNIA

  

California, like Alaska, is making waves on the production scene with a new incentive program.
Under the California Film & Television Production Tax Credit Program, a feature film with a
budget range of $1 million to $75 million may be eligible for a 20-percent tax credit. Additionally,
the state offers a 25-percent tax credit to a TV series that has filmed all prior seasons outside of
California, or an independent film with a budget range of $1 million to $10 million in qualified
expenditures.

  

All of this has California Film Commission Director Amy Lemisch glowing. “We worked long and
hard to get an incentive program for California,” she says. “It’s the best news we’ve had in a
very long time, and it’s helping us keep a lot of production in California.” It goes without saying
that the need for such an incentive program had been growing in recent years, as productions
have become more prone to wandering far and wide globally looking for the best options for
their bottom line. Indeed, California has lost its market share of big-budget studio feature films
to other states in recent years.

  

Although its limited budget doesn’t yet allow it to cover big-budget productions, Lemisch says
that programs like California’s have an immediate effect on production levels. And when
Lemisch explains that the program has already worked “exactly as it is designed to work,” she
isn’t kidding. After all, the reality TV series portion of the TV pie has grown in the last decade, as
have one-hour series, low-to-medium-budget independent films and commercials — so there is
a lot of work in these areas. These are just the types of productions that California can attract
with its new program.
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Big-name productions continue to flock to California, and films like You Again (starring
Sigourney Weaver and Jamie Lee Curtis), Burlesque and The Social Network have shot
throughout the state. And although most shooting is still done in and around Los Angeles, other
locations are growing hotter. The FX show “Terriers” has shot in San Diego, while Moneyball,
starring Brad Pitt and one of many productions to benefit from the new tax credit, recently shot
in Oakland.

  

The city of Santa Clarita is a great example of a location that has grown as a destination for a
wide range of productions. Initiated in 2009, the city’s Film Incentive Program subsidizes
film-permit fees and refunds portions of hotel tax paid by production companies. This appears to
have helped boost production. Jessica Freude of the Santa Clarita Valley Film Office reports
that the city has issued 265 film permits and racked up 867 film days in the 2009/2010 fiscal
year. Santa Clarita continues to attract a great deal of television production, and Freude says
that production has been greatly driven by California’s new incentive program. Recent projects
include the CBS show “CSI” and Showtime’s “Californication,” and films like Jackass 3D, Faster,
Priest, Bridesmaids, Bad Teacher, Thor, Beautiful Boy, Drive and Dirty Girl have all shot in
Santa Clarita.

  

Aside from the incredible locations California has to offer, the state houses some of the
country’s most impressive, state-of-the-art studios. Despite California’s economic woes, many
of these studios have demonstrated how the global expansion of production and markets for
film and television can bring benefits to the state. SPG Studios, located in Burbank since 1983,
is a terrific example. The studio provides services in audio postproduction and dubbing for
domestic and international film and television. While the main studio is based in California, SPG
has staff in Mexico City, Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo, and all dubbing is
completed with local talent. At the time of this article, the studio was working on the last
installment of Harry Potter, a franchise it has worked with from the first film in 2001. “SPG is
doing very well,” says President Helgar Pedrini.

  

SPG provides translation and dubbing in Spanish and Portuguese for HBO in Latin America,
and projects include hit series like “Boardwalk Empire” and Filmmaker Michael Mann’s
upcoming series “Luck,” starring Dustin Hoffman and Nick Nolte. “This type of work has been
increasing because networks and studios increase their margins by expanding into foreign
territories and catering to an ever-growing domestic audience,” explains Pedrini. The studio also
does trailers, promos, DVD features, television series, documentaries and theatrical work for
Warner Bros., Fox and many of the independent production companies in the Hollywood
community.
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So what’s keeping an international-oriented studio like SPG here in California? “In California, we
are surrounded by all the major studios of the world,” reports Padrini. Even more importantly,
we have extremely talented industry people here and great equipment.” With ADR rooms,
recording studios and three recording stages, including a theatrical stage with full
state-of-the-art HD with Dolby Surround 5.1, SPG epitomizes the strength of infrastructure and
depth of experience California offers. It’s no wonder that the state has a lot to look forward to.
Pedrini sums up the positive vibe currently coming out of California production world: “I’m
anticipating 2011 is going to be a very good year.”

  

HAWAII

  

Hawaii has long been a destination for Victoria Secret and Sports Illustrated photo shoots,
nature documentaries and travel programming. But things are changing quickly: Stage space is
growing steadily and a wide range of productions are finding that Hawaii, which offers some of
the United States’ most gorgeous beaches, diverse and unexpected landscapes, is also
developing the infrastructure needed to handle big productions. Business is booming, both big
and small, with the lion share of production coming out of Oahu. In 2010, nine big features and
television shows were shot throughout the state, and production expenditure totaled $350
million. “We’re as busy as we’ve ever been,” explains John Mason of the Big Island Film Office.

  

Maui is a prime example of Hawaii’s success, as the island saw unprecedented levels of
production in the first half of 2010. Clint Eastwood’s Hereafter (Warner Bros.) shot in Lahaina,
The Tempest (Touchstone/Miramax) shot on Lanai and the Big Island, the Just Go with It, a
new comedy with Adam Sandler and Jennifer Aniston, will do extensive filming throughout Maui
and Kauai. Benita Brazier of the Maui Film Office says that independent productions like Get a
Job and TV shows like ABC’s “Modern Family” have also filled the film office’s schedule
throughout 2010, leading to production expenditure at around $62 million in 2010 — up from
$15 million in 2009.

  

According to Brazier, since June the island has become home to a stage space expanding over
200,000 square feet: A renovated pineapple cannery is now an expansive warehouse space
able to house three separate soundstages, covering four acres and sporting 12,000 amps of
electrical connectivity. The site is only 10 minutes away from the Kahului Airport and five
minutes from the main seaport. And with three adjoining stages that can be used
simultaneously, it will be the island’s largest yet production facility of its kind on the island.
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Hawaii’s tax incentive program is extremely competitive. The state offers a 15- to 20-percentmotion picture, digital media and film production income-tax credit, which is a refundable taxcredit on a production company’s expenditures in Hawaii. Qualified production costs on Oahureceive 15-percent credit, while those on neighboring islands (Big Island, Kauai, Lanai, Mauiand Molokai) receive 20 percent. A very impressive list of Hollywood films were shot on Kauai,such as the blockbuster hits Avatar, Tropic Thunder, Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End,the Jurassic Park franchise and Raiders of the Lost Ark. And upcoming Kauai films includePirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (starring Johnny Depp), The Descendants (starringGeorge Clooney), Just Go with It and Soul Surfer.  Perhaps the most challenging aspect of shooting in Hawaii is being able to properly capture itsbeauty, and many filmmakers have relied on film to do it right. “We get cinematographers, likethose who worked on The Tempest and Predators and the Indiana Jones and the Kingdom ofthe Crystal Skull, who like shooting film here,” explains Mason. “There’s something incredibleabout the look of combining jungle and film, and you can do it in Hawaii.”  OREGON  If you’re looking to shoot a dramatic coastline, look no further than Oregon, where nearly allbeaches are in state parks, which means that locations fees are waived. From rocky and ruggedto windswept, the state has a lot to offer productions looking to shoot along its diverse andbreathtaking coastlines. This is in addition to Oregon’s world-renowned river system —something the recent independent film The River Why took advantage of when shootingthroughout the state. Filming Oregon’s natural endowments is made easy by the fact that thestate features 231 fee-free state parks. But water is not all that Oregon has to offer: The state iswell known for its rich variety of picturesque roads, sought after by car commercials seeking theperfect backdrop.  Since Twilight shot in the state three years ago, Oregon has continued to see its fair share ofproduction. The state generally does best with independent films and television series.“Portlandia,” a new show from Lorne Michaels that will air on IFC in 2011, was shot on locationin Portland in 2010, and Filmmaker Gus Van Sant’s latest independent project, Restless,recently shot in Portland as well. The Wait, starring Chloë Sevigny, shot throughout Bend, BlackButte Ranch and Sisters.

  Oregon offers productions a 20-percent rebate on all in-state expenditures for goods andservices, in addition to a labor rebate of 16.2 percent on all cast and crew expenditures. Thelabor rate is made of a 10-percent rebate that requires a minimum in-state expenditure of$750,000 and 6.2-percent rebate that requires a minimum of $1 million in state spend.Additionally, the state collects no sales tax. This competitive incentive packaged together with atalented local crew base (that’s two deep) make the state an excellent option for productions onthe Pacific Coast.  Finally, Oregon has the benefit of being a terrific location that can double for locationsthroughout the world. The TNT series “Leverage,” for instance, needed to shoot a different cityin each episode, and Oregon’s cities were able to easily double for those on the East Coast ––and the show has already shot around 30 episodes in the state.  However, Vince Porter,executive director of the Oregon Governor’s Office of Film & Television, says that moreproductions are shooting in Oregon because the productions themselves are about Oregon. “Inrecent years, we have found that more and more people are looking to write more aboutPortland and Oregon as a whole,” explains Porter.  WASHINGTON  Since 2007, Washington has offered a rebate of 30 percent on total in-state qualifiedcommercial, television and feature film expenditures. Lindsey Johnson, production servicesmanager at Washington Filmworks, explains that the strongest part of the program is thequickness with which clients get cash back (30 days after turning in their completion packages).“We have found that is a huge added incentive to independent films that can then use that cashto fund their postproduction,” Johnson says. The state is already reaping the benefits of thepackage. “We are doing what we were commissioned to do: create jobs and bring money to theeconomy,” Johnson reports. “To date, we have brought in $55 million in direct spend and over$100 million in impact.”  

Washington is teeming with some of the country’s most striking landscapes. The stunningCascade Range bisects the state, giving filmmakers a choice of dense forests in the west orarid deserts in the east, and Washington State features countless national parks, wildliferefuges and spectacular rivers. It has seen its most consistent work in Seattle and Spokane —its major production centers — but in recent years, production has expanded. This growth, saysJohnson, pushed production in 2010 above that of 2009. In 2010, The Details (starring Tobey Maguire and Laura Linney) shot throughout Kirkland,Redmond and Seattle; John Carpenter’s The Ward shot in Des Moines, Cheney and Spokane;and Grassroots, directed by Stephen Gyllenhaal and starring Jason Biggs, recently shotthroughout Seattle.  The place to watch in upcoming years is Spokane, which is already a popular spot inWashington and a city that boasts over 250 days of sunshine a year. Spokane is also growingquickly with the production infrastructure and organization needed to make some big thingshappen in upcoming years. The city houses North By Northwest, a production company that hasoffered production and postproduction services for commercials and film for 20 years. Spokanealso hosts the annual Spokane International Film Festival, which screens dozens of films fromaround the world. Finally, but most importantly, the Spokane Regional Film Office acts as anefficient one-stop shop for productions looking to film in the region.  For an experienced region like the Pacific Coast, it might be hard to see how things couldchange that much. But, as it has been shown in Alaska and California, things can often take aturn overnight. It’s not easy to see what exactly 2011 will bring, but one thing is for certain:Productions will have a much easier time staying close to home in the Pacific, ensured by theregion’s competitive incentive packages, experienced crew and technical base, and productioninfrastructure that’s unmatched throughout the world.
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